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father’s song They Call Me Muddy Waters, but
Morganfield moves outside the Chicago blues
style, and his braggadocio self-declaration rides
on a rocking, punchy, soul blues groove. His
commitment to soul blues is further evident
when he pays his respect to a classic from the
style with Cheatin’ Is Cheatin’, evoking the gruff
but measured croon of Z.Z. Hill’s Cheating in
the Next Room. With help from guest guitarist
Mike Wheeler, Morganfield adds some funk
to that soul blues sound with Who’s Fooling
Who?, bringing to mind Isaac Hayes’ work on
Stax Records. He also conjures Albert King, another Stax artist who crossbred blues and soul,
with the horn-driven Walkin’ Cane. Morganfield
shows off his versatility with riffing horns and
Anne Harris’ violin providing a warm underpinning for a duet with his daughter Lashunda
Williams on the soul ballad Who Loves You,
extending Waters’ legacy to the next generation.
Morganfield balances his soul blues
efforts with some excursions into his father’s
turf, covering two of Waters’ tunes, Howling
Wolf and Can’t Get No Grindin’, generating the
iconic singer’s deep, raw emotion and sound
so faithfully that it could only be passed down
from a father to a son. If there is any doubt
about Morganfield’s ability to evoke his father’s
sound, compare Oh Yeah, which rides a John
Lee Hooker boogie groove, to Waters’ version
of Hooker’s Boom, Boom from the Live at Mr.
Kelly’s LP. Morganfield also mines the classic
Chicago blues sound with his Rough Around
the Edge, a rocking, horn-driven tune that could
have easily come from the pen of Willie Dixon.
His ability to write a catchy melody is clear on
the closing instrumental, Mud’s Groove, a King
Curtis–like blend of jazz, blues and soul that
features Morganfield on bass and seductive
harmonica work from guest Billy Branch.
—Robert H. Cataliotti

DON FLEMONS
Black Cowboys
Smithsonian Folkways – SFW CD 40224
Just as singer, guitarist, bones and banjo player
Don Flemons was integral to the reclamation of the African American string-band
tradition through his work with the Carolina
Chocolate Drops, his current project, Black
Cowboys, is intended to reclaim the African
American presence in the post–Civil War West,
particularly the role of black cowboys and their
songs, poetry and storytelling that had literally
been whitewashed from history and popular
culture by dime novels, Wild West shows
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Proc; the four-string banjo–driven Po’ Howard
/ Gwine Dig a Hole to Put the Devil In, on
which he links Lead Belly’s folk repertoire to
Pete Seeger’s civil rights activism “to pay powerful tribute to the slaves who were emancipated,” a banjo and quills cover of Henry Thomas’
Charmin’ Betsy; and a finger-picking guitar and
vocal original Steel Pony Blues dedicated to
the black cowboy Nat “Deadwood Dick” Love.
Black Cowboys is a testimony to the diversity
of the American experience and the central role
African American creative expression plays in
defining that experience.
—Robert H. Cataliotti

and Hollywood films. One of the ways that
Flemons believes strands of the black cowboy
creative expressions survived was through
the repertoire of songsters like Lead Belly and
Henry “Ragtime Texas” Thomas, pointing to
a nexus “between the blues, folk music, and
cowboy poetry.” In fact, he embraces that
tradition and calls himself “The American
Songster.” Another source that Flemons draws
upon is John Lomax’s first folk song collection,
Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads
(1910), which included numerous songs that
the folklorist collected from black cowboys.
The album’s program is rather varied and
quite entertaining, as Flemons delivers a wide
range of material in various contexts. While
Flemons unearths traditional cowboy songs,
he also employs originals and songs borrowed from other traditions to evoke aspects
of the African American presence in the West.
He works with a string band consisting of
himself on guitar; Alvin “Youngblood” Hart on
guitar, Jimbo Mathus on mandolin, kazoo and
harmonica and Stu Cole on upright bass on
two numbers, the Henry Thomas “proto-blues”
Texas Easy Street and the original One Dollar
Bill, a paean to perhaps the most famous
black cowboy, Bill Pickett. Flemons’ regular
bandmates, multi-instrumentalists Brian Farrow
and Danté Pope, join in various configurations,
often including guest Dan Sheehy on guitarrón on selected tracks, like John Henry y los
vaqueros, to “evoke the free-flowing exchange
between black cowboys and Mexican vaqueros
on the range.” He recasts the traditional Red
River Valley as a Mississippi Hill Country fife
and drum melody The March of Red River
Valley to honor African American military
veterans, particularly the “buffalo soldiers” who
served in the post–Civil War West. Flemons
also delivers a number of solo performances,
including the Lomax-collected Home on the
Range, accompanying himself on resonator
guitar; a recitation of the cowboy poem Ol’

MIKE BAYTOP AND
JAY SUMMEROUR
Mike Baytop and
Jay Summerour
Patuxent Music – CD 314
Harmonica player Jay Summerour is best known
for his longtime partnership with guitarist
Warner Williams. Both are friends with 6’8”
“Big Mike” Baytop, a Washington, DC, musician renowned for his debonair, sharp-dressed
style. He sings, plays guitar and bones, which
he learned directly from master Richard “Mr.
Bones” Thomas. Mike Baytop had emerged as
one of the important and beloved players of the
“new generation” in Archie’s Barbershop scene,
the epicenter of the traditional acoustic blues
scene in the African American community in
Washington, DC, along with fellow guitarist Rick
Franklin. They issued a wonderful album titled
Searching for Frank, a tribute to Frank Stokes,
also on the local Maryland label Patuxent Music.
This record alone should have put them on
the national map as serious practitioners of the
Piedmont acoustic blues, but both of these musicians stayed predominately local and deserving
of greater national attention.
The guitar-harmonica duo went into the
recording studio in 2009 to put down tracks
for the new album Mike Baytop and Jay
Summerour, starting out strong, as fine as any
acoustic blues recorded today. Baytop was in top
form, singing with energetic force and passionate
drive. Summerour, who is an experienced harmonica player in the duo setting after more than
30 years with Warner Williams, came in behind
him, gently filling in the spaces. Their versions
of Standing on the Landing, Walkin’ Blues and
Maggie Country stand as a testament to the
musical prowess of Baytop and the ensemble.
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Then, a cruel twist of fate hit tragically.
Mike Baytop had a serious and debilitating
stroke. The album went into the can, sitting
unfinished while the musician struggled
through slow and difficult rehabilitation and
recovery. As the years passed, the unfinished
album became mysterious local lore and
legend. Friends and fans wished to see it
finished for Mike, and for history. As a matter
of personal pride and determination, Baytop
and Summerour went back into the studio in
2017 to finish the record. Baytop’s disability
is noticeable with slight but ineffectual vocal
slurring. As he had not quite gained the motor control to play guitar, they called in friends
to fill in the gaps. Guitarist and musicologist
Mark Puryear helped out and mandolinist Tom
Mindte, who is also the sound engineer and
producer, joined them to add a lovely string
layer. The result is the real, true blues, literally
and figuratively, like on their tormented version of Neal Pattman’s 1 to 99.
This is an album of exquisite instrumentation by marvelous musicians who go down
deep. The cliché is that “the blues is a feeling.”
You can’t get more feeling than this—raw and
exposed pain and redemption—gut-wrenching,
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emotive and heartfelt expressiveness. This
record is a triumphant personal catharsis for
Baytop and a gripping testament to the resilience of true blues.
—Frank Matheis

CAROLYN GAINES
Beware of My Dog
Polka Dot Records – No #
Since the 1990s, Carolyn Gaines has worked
variously in the blues business as a manager
for her father, guitarist and singer Roy Gaines;
in media production and publicity; and she developed a successful blues education program
for schoolchildren in southern California. Now
Gaines is stepping up to take her place in the
spotlight. Beware of My Dog is her full-length
debut, following the release of her EP I Want
Your Money, Honey (see review in LB #247).
The four tracks on that disc are increased here
to 11, most of them written by Gaines, and
encompass a variety of styles spanning Chicago
to the Hill Country and beyond.

Backing Gaines is a fine cast of supporting musicians including her cousin, tenor sax
player Grady Gaines Jr., guitarist Fred Clark,
bassist Del Atkins, drummer Chad Wright
and harpist Glen Doll. Big Jay McNeely also
appears, contributing sultry sax to the title
track, I’m Your Cat, Baby and her version of
his song Something on Your Mind.
Gaines reveres the blues greats that have
come before her, modeling her songs after
those by Big Mama Thornton, Jimmy Reed,

